The Belle II is a next-generation B-factory experiment which aims to find the physics beyond the Standard Model with a data sample of 50 ab −1 integrated luminosity. In order to provide computing resources which can process and store such a huge data sample, a distributed computing model is adopted. Nagoya team leads monitoring group in Belle II computing to maximize the active computing resources. Also, we are contacting many Asian universities which have local computing resources to make them join Belle II computing using the method which does not need GRID middleware. In this paper, overview of the Belle II computing and activities of the Nagoya team are described.
Introduction
Belle II is a next-generation B-factory experiment at the SuperKEKB accelerator in Japan, which aims to find the physics beyond the Standard Model from the precise measurement of the decay of B-meson, τ lepton, charm meson and so on. The final target for the peak luminosity of the SuperKEKB is 8 × 10 35 cm 2 /s, which corresponds to about 40 times higher than that of the KEKB, the predecessor of the SuperKEKB. The detail of the Belle II experiment can be found in [1] . The physics run without vertex detector will started in 2017 and the one with full Belle II detector will start in 2018. A data sample of 50 ab −1 will be accumulated at the end of the data taking. The computing resources required to process and store such a large data sample are: 1MHS06 CPU resources, 200 PB tape for raw data and 100 PB disk for processed and simulated data. The Belle II experiment has adopted a distributed computing model to provide the computing resources. In this paper, overview of the Belle II computing and activities of Nagoya team are described.
2. Overview of the Belle II distributed computing system.
The computing resources are provided by collaborative institutes around the world. The role of a computing site depends on the scale of the site as follows:
• 'Raw Data Center', which stores raw data and process it to produce 'mDST', which is a rootbased format file containing all necessary information for physics analysis. KEK, where the experiment is performed, plays this role. In addition, big computing sites in each region i.e., North America, Europe and Asia store one copy of the raw data. In the first 3 years of the experiment, PNNL (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) will keep the whole copy. From the 4th year, the copy will be distributed in other big computing sites.
• 'Regional Data Center', where mDST files for data are distributed.
• 'MC production site', which is relatively small site, performs the Monte-Carlo (MC) data production and user skim to produce Ntuple.
The schematic view of the Belle II computing model is shown in Fig. 1 . We have been developing the computing system based on existing technologies. We choose DIRAC[2] as a workload and data management system. It provides a common interface to a number of heterogeneous resources such as grids with different middlewares, cloud and local computing clusters. A file catalog is provided by LCG File Catalog [3] . A meta data catalog is provided by ARDA Metadata Catalog (AMGA) [4] . The Belle II software is distributed by CernVM-FS (CVMFS) [5] . Distribution of data is performed by FTS3 (File Transfer Service, version 3.0) [6] . In order to test and understand the bottleneck of the computing system, Belle II computing group has performed MC mass production campaigns four times. Computing resources have been increased gradually. We have solved scalability issue by an improvement of in the AMGA [7, 8] or load valancing of DIRAC servers. Now, 18k concurrent jobs on 31 sites over 15 countries can be handled.
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Monitoring system
Because the required computing resource is huge and the number of interfaces to execute jobs or transfer data is large in the distributed computing system, the monitoring system is important to utilize the computing resource effectively. We are developing the monitoring system in two ways. One is active way, where test jobs to check the status of each site are submitted or the test file transfer is performed to storage and so on. Another is the passive way, where the information on jobs stored in DIRAC databases is processed and visualized. In both cases, results are visualized in the web as shown in Fig. 2 . More details are described in [9, 10] . 
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Participation of local clusters to Belle II computing
Many universities have their own clusters on which grid middleware is not installed. DIRAC can submit jobs on traditional cluster sites via the SSH protocol. Nagoya team has contacted many Asian universities to configure their systems to accept job submission from DIRAC central servers. We have obtained many experiences to handle traditional cluster sites, and have supported their operation. Currently, more than 10 local cluster sites join the Belle II computing and executing MC production jobs stably.
Summary
We have been developing Belle II distributed computing system towards the start of the physics run in 2017. We adopt DIRAC as the workload and data management system and utilize many other existing technologies. Current system can handle 18 K concurrent jobs. However, this number is still smaller than finally required one. We need more tests for the scalability and improvements for the system. Nagoya team contributes by developing monitoring system and working as 'local cluster center'. INFN) Napoli in Italy, KEK-CRC, KMI in Japan, KISTI GSDC in Korea, Cyfronet, CC1 in Poland, NUSC, SSCC in Russia, SiGNET in Slovenia, ULAKBIM in Turkey, UA-ISMA in Ukraine, and OSG, PNNL in USA. We acknowledge the service provided by CANARIE, Dante, ESnet, GARR, GEANT, and NII. We thank the DIRAC and AMGA teams for their assistance and CERN for the operation of a CVMFS server for Belle II.
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